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Product-Information 

 
 

ScratchFix PU Repair Pen 
 

1. Product description 
 
Special PU pen for filling individual scratches on resilient floor coverings. Good adhseive 
qualities. Extramatt visual effect. Quick drying. Easy to apply. 
 
2. Areas of application 
 
Resilient floor coverings, either factory-coated PU-/PUR, or treated with a PU sealer. 
 
3. Application 
 
Before use, the floor covering must be carefully cleaned, so that it is free of any dirt or 
grease. First, work on erasing deeper scratches with the plastic wedge, at right angles to 
the crater, so that any excess is removed. Then even out the surface along the scratch 
with the grey abrasive fleece. Remove the resulting fine dust with a light, moist cloth. 
 
(Before first use, rinse the tip of the brush out under water and dry it with a cotton towel) 
Before using, shake the pen vigorously for about 15 seconds, and after removing the cap, 
de-aerate, i.e. release air. To de-aerate, hold the pen with the tip upwards and push the 
“PRESS“ button and let air escape. After this, point the tip downwards and push the 
“PRESS“ button again and let some drops fall onto a cloth. Now the brush tip is prepared, 
guide it carefully along the scratch, dabbing lightly. After drying (about 10 -15 minutes) 
erase any differences in gloss with the plastic wedge, working at right angles to the 
scratch. 
After use, rinse the brush tip with water and dry it off. 
 
We recommend that all scratches should later be treated with P U Repair Spray in 
addition (see product information PU Repair Spray). Using the grey abrasive fleece, any 
differences in the degree of gloss can be evened out. In this case, put a matt finish on the 
completely dried lacquer (after about 45 – 60 mins.) in the direction of the grain. For partial 
repairs, it is possible that apparent differences to the remaining area may become visible 
(e.g. differences in the degree of gloss). This can only be remedied by renovating the 
entire area (e.g. with P U Sealer). Very deep scratches (in the used surface) can never be 
completely removed. 
. 
 
4. Technical Data 
 
Gloss grade:  extramatt = 6 – 8 GE (60°-measurement) 
 
Best before:  use within a minimum of 24 months (sealed in the original container) 
 
Dust-dry:  after about 1 - 2 minutes (depending on room & climatic conditions) 
Can be walked on: after about 6 hours 
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Later sealing:  possible to apply a coat of PU Sealer over previous basic 
renovation. 

 
Keep the container closed and out of the reach of children.  
 
 
5. Container sizes 
 
11 mL - Pen 
  

The information above is given to the best of our knowledge and according to the latest 
state of technology. Therefore, if the procedural recommendations are carefully followed, 
as well as our advice regarding the materials, specifically for these products, no damage 
shall occur. However, our products are used outside and beyond our possible control, and 
are therefore subject to your own responsibility and this does not release you from an 
obligation to check our products on delivery to ensure that they are suitable for the 
purpose and procedures intended. Our notes and advice are therefore not legally binding 
and cannot be used against us as grounds for liability – which also includes the rights and 
protection of any third party. The relevant recommendations, guidelines and standard 
norms are to be observed, as well as recognized technical rules. On publication, this 
product information replaces and supersedes the validity of any previous versions. 
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ScratchFix PU Repair-Spray 
 
 

1. Product description 
 
Special clear lacquer, water-based, for the partial renovation of scratches on resilient floor 
coverings. Fine scratches, as well as white cracks on dark surfaces, become very well 
filled. 
Good adhesive qualities. Extramatt visual effect. Resists yellowing. Easy to apply. 
 
2. Areas of application 
 
Resilient floor coverings, either factory-coated PU-/PUR, or treated with a PU sealer. 
 
3. Application 
 
The floor covering must be carefully cleaned before application, so that the surface is free 
of any dirt or grease. Carefully sand over damaged places with the grey abrasive fleece, 
so that any protruding parts of the scratches are evened out. Remove the resulting fine 
dust with a light, moist cloth. Before use, shake the spray-can vigorously for about 20 
seconds. Find an inconspicuous spot and spray a small area, to test whether the shade of 
colour is right, or if the spray is compatible with the lacquer. Spray PU Repair-Spray onto 
the area intended for treatment at a distance of about 30-40 cm, forming a fine mist. In 
order to acheive an optimal result, 2 to 3 coats should be applied. Between individual 
applications, allow the lacquer film to air for about 5 or 10 minutes. For partial repairs, it is 
possible that apparent differences to the remaining area may become visible (e.g. 
differences in the degree of gloss). This can only be remedied by renovating the entire 
area (e.g. with PU Sealer). 
 
4. Technical Data 
 
Gloss grade:  extramatt = 6 – 8 GE (60°-measurement) 
 
Best before:  use within a minimum of 12 months (sealed in original container) 
 
Dust dry:  after about 15-20 minutes (depending on room and climatic conditions) 
Can be walked on: after about 6 hours 
 
Later sealing:  possible to apply a coat of PU Sealer over previous basic 

renovation. 
 
F+ highly flammable. Fumes can induce drowsiness and affect concentration.  
Keep the container closed and out of the reach of children. Use only in well-ventilated 
areas. Do not breathe in fumes. The spray-can is pressurized. Protect against the sun’s 
radiation and temperatures above 50°C. After use do not open violently – do not burn the 
spray-can. 
Do not spray contents onto glowing objects or into flames. Keep away from naked lights 
and sparks – no smoking. 
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5. Container sizes 
 
400 mL - Aerosol can 
  

The information above is given to the best of our knowledge and according to the latest 
state of technology. Therefore, if the procedural recommendations are carefully followed, 
as well as our advice regarding the materials, specifically for these products, no damage 
shall occur. However, our products are used outside and beyond our possible control, and 
are therefore subject to your own responsibility and this does not release you from an 
obligation to check our products on delivery to ensure that they are suitable for the 
purpose and procedures intended. Our notes and advice are therefore not legally binding 
and cannot be used against us as grounds for liability – which also includes the rights and 
protection of any third party. The relevant recommendations, guidelines and standard 
norms are to be observed, as well as recognized technical rules. On publication, this 
product information replaces and supersedes the validity of any previous versions. 


